
Civil war in Lebanon:
the anatomy of à crisis

By David Waines
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Lebanese
gaze in horror
and in shame
at spectacle

Beirut was once envied as the Zurich of
the Middle East. Today, its most viable
and visible commercial enterprise is the
arms trade. Once regarded as the play-
ground of the Eastern Mediterranean,
Beirut is now transformed into a bloody
battlefield rivalling Saigon (or perhaps
Warsaw) at the peak of its war-torn
existence. Property destruction, torture,
murder, rape, kidnapping, looting and
vengeance only partially catalogue the ter-
rors of daily life. Beirut today is a ravaged

city; Lebanon, a country divided against

itself, performs the grotesque and savage
ritual of apparent mass suicide.

Foreign observers are not alone in
asking how matters have come to this pass.
Many Lebanese also gaze in horror -
many in shame - at the spectacle. Yet
few have recognized that Lebanon 1975 is
not merely a local conflagration. The pos-
sible international repercussions of the
crisis itself, so far only acknowledged in
silence by most Western and Arab govern-
ments, make it the most explosive since
the first Palestine war in 1948.

Like rumours of fear, theories ex-
plaining the current chaos are legion; their
common element is that some "conspiracy"
exists. The conspiracy theories differ only
as to who is plotting what against whom.
Separately, each contains a grain of
plausibility. Collectively, the conspiracy
theories reflect both the legacy of the past
and the fears and frustrations arising from
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a complex of rapidly-changing currenthèri
ditions. As a starting-point, therefc re^dŸ'
may observe that a general cause oal ;(
current civil war in Lebanon is tho r011ÿ
lescence of the National Charter. a

han

Britain and France
ne^After the First World War, the two

Western powers, Britain and Fr, tir
divided most of the Middle East betlen
them, cloaking their imperial interest`an'
rivalries in a system of League of Naonà
mandated territories. Britain (whieitrol
ready occupied Egypt) received P<l(^Sti

no1
and Iraq, while France was giver. °.
and Lebanon. In Lebanon, during tht, ^,hE
1920s, a constitution was drawn u^
cording to which the country woulicot
prepared for independence. Next, ai Lire
formal unwritten agreement was reo

}) V
whereby the political spoils of nation-,ul°
would be divided in relation to the rmt
cal size of the two main religious cornT-
ities, Christian and Moslem. A c(a
conducted by the French in 1932 111
results of which are now considerbe
have served their cruder political vec
ests) showed that the various Cr i
sects combined gave them a slight rr aj
over the Moslems. The Christian M n^ c
sect, traditionally pro-French and nt
Western, possessed the largest s_h
minority. Hence, in the National Chas
parliamentary representation was fix
a constant ratio of six Christians to 0
Moslems; the President of the Rep u1
the country's most powerful polie
figure, would be a Maronite Christi^,u
Prime Minister, a Sunni Moslem, anlel
Speaker of the Chamber of DepL ti;r
Shia Moslem. '

The system was a delicately-b.k^ë
combination of several sectarian in-;eT.l
in which the Maronites were ass 11,
paramount political role. The sanie,
tarian ratio was also appied to eveq
pointment for public office. More imiwia
was the army, where the command^,
chief and many senior officer cadres'
solidly Maronite. This sectarian (or;


